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LETARC Activities

SKYWARN® is a
program of the
National Weather
Service. The NWS
welcomes anyone
interested in storm
spotting to join as
they depend on real
life weather reports
during storms.

LETARC held their monthly meeting on February
27th. Our program was a virtual presentation
from our ARRL North Texas section manager
Steven L. Smith KG5VK. Steve talked about
amateur radio's role in emergency preparedness
and how we can be ready to help our neighbors
and community before we are contacted by
ARES, RACES, the Red Cross or other
organizations. Steve spoke about the North Texas
section's mentor-fest. Robert Parham KD5OUF
won an ARRL Hints & Kinks book as a door prize.
Thank you Steven L. Smith KG5VK for joining
LETARC for our meeting.
In VE testing news LETARC would like to
welcome Dr. Skip Brown AK5SB to our VE testing
team.

Training is free and a
typical class lasts
about two hours. To
find SKYWARN®
training click here.
Visit their website
at
https://www.weather
.gov/SKYWARN

On February 27th Chris Burris of Gilmer, TX,
Russell Harris of Wills Point, TX, Steve Jetton of
Magnolia, AR, and Josh Moncrief of Tyler, TX all
passed their amateur radio exams. LETARC would
like to congratulate these new amateurs and
welcome them to the world's greatest hobby.
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March 27th meeting agenda
Our meeting will begin at 9:00 A.M. at the Longview Fire Training
Center located at 411 American Legion BLVD Longview, TX 75601
I.

II.
III.
IV.

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.

Opening ceremonies
A. Invocation
B. Pledge of Allegiance
C. Welcome and Introductions
Adoption of Agenda
Reading and Adoption of minutes
Reports by Officers
A. President
B. Vice President
C. Secretary/Treasurer
D. Media Director
E. Communications Director
Report of the Board
Reports by Committees
A. Repeater committee
Reports by Members
Recess
Reconvene
Program
Unfinished Business
New Business
VE testing headcount
Adjourn

Ross Bennett
Ron Case
James Bray
Don Gamble
Jim Rogers

Don't
Don't forget
forget you
you can
can join
join our
our
meetings
meetings via
via phone
phone or
or internet
internet -Phone
Phone #
# 601-516-5566
601-516-5566
Pin
Pin 206-446-183#
206-446-183#
or
or
google.com/mds-ndwd-cwo
google.com/mds-ndwd-cwo
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In Memoriam

Jim Quinn AA5CX

Our friend Jim Quinn AA5CX became a silent key on February 10,
2021. Jim was President of LETARC for several years.
Jim was a husband, father, and grandfather. Jim was a Vietnam
Army veteran, sunday school teacher, gunsmith, realtor, amateur
radio operator, ARRL volunteer examiner, SCUBA diving instructor,
FEMA CERT trainer, engineer, and a good friend to many.
He will be missed. Rest in peace Jim.
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LETARC remembers Jim AA5CX
I met Jim Quinn at the first LETARC tailgate sale at the Broadcast
Museum. I was just getting back into the hobby after many years. I
mentioned to Jim that I didn’t yet know the East Texas ham
community, he took the time and told me with considerable pride
about the folks we have in our community and their interests. He
told me about the clubs, the CERT program, and told me about
many individuals. He started introducing me around to the group.
His enthusiasm was contagious. The introductions he made and
that bit of foreknowledge he’d given me made it easy to start
getting to know everyone.
Jim was a fine friend and a great ambassador for the ham radio
community.
- Ross Bennett KI5SR

Jim was one you could always count on for a smile and a greeting.
Even when he talked about his pain and ailments, he showed a
smile and found something positive in them. He was always willing
to talk and share his knowledge concerning ham radio and CERT.
He will be deeply missed.
- James Bray KG5OFX

Jim was president of LETARC when I joined the club. Jim was very
welcoming and told me all about LETARC and our programs. I
always enjoyed hearing him speak about gunsmithing, engineering,
Ham radio and "spooky" communications from his days in the U.S.
Army. Jim was highly intelligent but always humble. LETARC is a
better group of people because of Jim's friendship. He will be
missed.
- Don Gamble KG5CMS
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To Jim's Family:
I would like to express my deep condolences for your loss. Silent
Keys, (SK), only fade as our memories fade but in a lifetime there a
few milestones and Jim was a distinct milepost, as we say in Alaska.
When I moved from Alaska to Tyler, I found our TARC and LETARC
groups online with help, so at the appointed time, my daughter
dropped me off at the TARC meeting soon after Hurricane Harvey.
The location was a bit confusing to me as the steps and paths to a
blind man are a bit more challenging when you have never been
there before and at night.
A voice behind me asked politely if I needed assistance. YES, I did!
Guided to the meeting, my mentor that evening and afterward was
Jim. I have never forgotten that as you may take for granted the
ability to be independent and never require or need any assistance. I
admit I am not that man.
Jim with great cheerfulness in his voice, patiently assisted me. (I may
not see your face but I attempt to recognize a voice and more
importantly, a cheerful demeanor and attitude). He took me around
the room and introduced me to my local club and later I became a
LETARC member although nowadays the transportation logistics
are a bit overwhelming to Longview. Today, I cheerfully serve locally
as TARC Vice-President!
All of my Ham Radio accomplishments and achievements are built
upon a sure foundation with mentors and coaches as Jim. He chose
to invest a bit of time and energy and to encourage me in our
hobby, craft, art, and science of Amateur Radio. The classes I taught
at our Tyler Library and events such as Moon Day and others are the
results of a composite of people, places, and things. Of these three,
people such as Jim are first on the list and a beacon to this soul.
Some acquaintances don’t talk as much or as often but with Jim it
was always refreshing to chat and pick up where we left off. To all of
the family, I state Jim was one of those precious gems in a pond
where the ripples reached out and touched me.
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I rejoice in the hope of the resurrection, not with sorrow, but
gladness since Jim now dwells in the presence of our Mighty Savior.
May Jesus bless your family and comfort your hearts and minds.
Respectfully and Gratefully,
- Pat Brown AK5TX Alaska to Texas

Jim and I had lived some sort of parallel lives that neither of us knew
about until we finally met. When I say "finally", we'd already had
some history by being where I call "different places together."
I met Jim when I was club president and walked in the door at the
old Red Cross building for one of our Saturday meeting when Dean
Patterson KE5AVH called me to his side and said "Come here! I want
you to meet someone!" He pointed to a fellow sitting beside him, so
I extended my name, introduced myself as "Jim Quinn!" The fellow
said, simply, "Yes." I was a bit stumped and asked "And you are...?" It
was almost a replay of Abbot and Costello's "Who's on First" routine.
And that's how it started!
We both worked in the Dallas area for Ross Perot's Electronic Data
Systems (EDS) at the same time, though we were in different
facilities; I was in the Business Systems Division offices in Richardson
and Jim worked elsewhere. I never met him, but I did occasionally
get calls on my phone from someone looking for him (as I've done
here for a few years) and I directed them elsewhere.
We both were SCUBA divers. As you know, he was an instructor for
years and dove in a number of places here and abroad; my
experience was during high school when I dove in the South China
Sea off the coast of the Philippines.
We both moved to Longview. I moved here Halloween night of
2002 and I'm not quite sure when Jim moved here, but at some
point we were both looking for work. I know that now, because I
called a local headhunter here in Longview and he started asking
"Sales or Engineer?"
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I thought he just had a poor memory and even considered using
someone else because he couldn't recall what sort of work I was
seeking. Wrong. In a city this size and with the number of
employment agencies in the area, we both were using the same
fellow to find us work!
It gets better....
We finally determined that somewhere up the family tree, many
generations ago, we were indeed related. One day I shared the story
I'd been told years ago when I was much younger about some great,
great grandfather named O'Quinn who was the first in the family to
immigrate to the U.S. from Ireland. He had seven sons who
obviously shared the same last name. Apparently granddaddy was
caught stealing horses, and that was a major crime, worthy of
hanging back in those days. As the story goes, all seven sons were so
embarrassed that they immediately had their names changed to
drop the "O'" from their last name and did not want to have any
association with a horse thief! Jim too laughed and said that he'd
been told the same story ever since he, too, was a young man! We
were cousins!
Though we did not see each other nearly as often these last two
years, when we did meet it was with our standard greeting to one
another: "Hello, Jim Quinn!" And we laughed...
I shall miss him, Mr. "Jim Quinn the Elder and More Experienced!"
He was a character....
- Jim Quinn "the Younger"AJ1MQ

Thank you to all of the friends of Jim who shared with us.
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A message from Chris Nuttall, Lead
forecaster for the National Weather
Service Shreveport, LA office
Thanks for giving us the opportunity to contribute. In addition to the
information below, I've also attached a quick-reference guide that we hand
out to the audience at our in-person classes.
We rely very heavily on our SKYWARN storm spotters during severe weather,
flooding, winter weather, and any other type of hazardous weather events.
Ground-truth reports from spotters in the field are vital pieces of information
in the warning process and greatly improve the warnings that we issue to
the public. The National Weather Service office in Shreveport, LA, will be
conducting virtual SKYWARN classes this season, and they are open to
anyone and everyone. These classes will primarily focus on how to properly
identify and report severe weather. Some of them will be broadcast through
our Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/NWSShreveport, on
Facebook Live and do not require any registration. The other classes do
require registration. I've listed the dates and times for the classes below, but
the same information, including the registration links, can be found at the
top of our webpage, https://weather.gov/shv
Thursday, March 4, 2021: 7:00pm-8:30pm (Registration required)
Thursday, March 25, 2021: 7:00pm-8:30pm (Facebook Live, no
registration)
During a severe weather event, information that should be reported to the
National Weather Service includes:
Tornadoes, funnel clouds, wall clouds
Hail of one-half inch in diameter or greaterWinds of 50 mph or greater
Wind damage
FloodingDamage/injuries caused by lightning
Chris Nuttall
Lead Forecaster National Weather Service
Shreveport, LA Office: 318-631-3669
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For a PDF of the following
images click here https://www.weather.gov/medi
a/shv/flyers/skyinfo.pdf
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Hurricane Watch net
In 1965 Hurricane Betsy destroyed many areas of the Southeastern
United States. Amateur radio operator Jerry Murphy, K8YUW was
the net control station for Intercontinental Amateur Radio Net
(IARN) on 20 meters. During the beginning of Hurricane Betsy the
IARN became so overwhelmed with weather related traffic Jerry
changed frequency and started a net soley dedicated to amateur
traffic in relation to Hurricane Betsy. This was the first Hurricane
Watch Net.
Today the Hurricane Watch Net coordinates with the National
Hurricane Center in Miami, Florida. The National Hurricane Center
operates amateur station WX4NHC. The Hurricane Watch Net
gathers real time data from reports transmitted by radio operators.
The net provides emergency back up communications for
emergency services.
The Hurricane Watch net is not active all the time, they usually
activate when a major storm is 300 miles from the United States
shore or when activated by the National Hurricane Center. When
the net is active you can find them on 14.325 MHz during the day
and 7.268 MHz in the evening. For more information about the
Hurricane Watch Net please visit their website at hwn.org
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Info from Gregg County
SKYWARN® coordinator
Tom Noe W5TDN
SKYWARN® classes will be virtual this year. The address to the webpage will
be in the paperwork that Chris Nuttall gave you.
I look forward to anyone that has taken classes that would like to help
when we have weather in our area by spotting and communicating by
radio on the SKYWARN® repeater.
Tips for mobile and manufactured home residents Please note we are encouraging a three-tiered preparedness approach for
these residents. We will be providing posts on mobile/manufactured home
safety on social media on Saturday, February 27th. Included in these posts
will be a PSA that was recorded last year. Please help us get the word out
by sharing and re-tweeting our social media posts.
We encourage the following three step plan for these residents:
Step 1 (Today)- Monitor National Weather Service forecasts and make a
tornado sheltering plan or review your current plan. Know your
evacuation route from your home and how long it takes to evacuate to a
safer place.
Step 2 (Day Before Severe Weather)- When tornadoes are predicted,
coordinate with family and friends to spend time at their home when
the storms threaten or identify a community place to go to.
Step 3 (Day of Severe Weather)- When a Tornado Watch is issued, that is
the time to evacuate to your safe place. In many cases, when a Tornado
Warning is issued, it may be too dangerous to take your evacuation
route, so it's best to evacuate your mobile home before warnings are
issued and storms hit.
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If anyone has any questions they can find me on the SKYWARN® repeater or
tomnoesr86@gmail.com
Thank you
Tom Noe
Gregg County Skywarn Coordinator
That link that Tom mentioned can be found here at https://weather.gov/shv
The SKYWARN® repeater frequency is 444.725 MHz with a tone of 136.5 MHz.

Amateur Radio Quote
"Radio seems a bit like magic. Fortunately we have all experienced this
magic, so we start out as believers, making this a bit easier to explain."
- Joel Hallas W1ZR ARRL's "Doctor" from his book Basic Radio.

ARRL's On the Air
podcast episode 12
Episode 12 of ARRL's On the Air podcast is about storm spotting and
SKYWARN®. They interview Mike Corey KL1U who co-authored the ARRL
book Storm Spotting and Amateur Radio.
On the Air podcast is distributed monthly as a companion to the ARRL's
magazine On the Air.
You can listen to the podcast by clicking here https://blubrry.com/arrlontheair/71301347/arrl-on-the-air-episode-12/
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LETARC
LETARC Survey
Survey
"When do you use or monitor
amateur radio during inclement
weather?"
32.7%
18.4%
18.4%
16.3%
8.2%
6.1%

During major storms and power outages
I actively storm spot and participate in SKYWARN®
During somewhat serious storms
Before a storm hits
I don't
All the time, even if it is just overcast
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LETARC
LETARC interviews
interviews Boston/Norton
Boston/Norton
ARES
ARES &
& SKYWARN®
SKYWARN® Coordinator
Coordinator
&
& storm
storm spotting
spotting expert
expert
Robert
Robert Macedo
Macedo KD1CY
KD1CY
Robert Macedo KD1CY is an expert Storm spotter. He was
interviewed in the ARRL book Storm Spotting and Amateur Radio.
Robert was kind enough to take the time for the following interview.
LETARC: Are you or have you been a member of a local radio club?
Robert KD1CY: Yes, I am a member of the SEMARA, Southeast
Massachusetts Amateur Radio Association and the MMRA, Minute
Man Repeater Association. I am also a past member of the Boston
Amateur Radio Club (BARC).
LETARC: What was your favorite activity or part of the local club?
Robert KD1CY: My favorite activity with any local club is the
camaraderie of club members and sharing in special events with the
club such as the coffee hour our local SEMARA club has as well as
getting coffee at the local coffee shop after the regular business
meeting. I also enjoyed presenting SKYWARN training and other
ARES related topics to the club when requested.
LETARC: Please tell us about your experiences with storm spotting /
chasing and SKYWARN.
Robert KD1CY: SKYWARN is one of the main reasons I got into
Amateur Radio along with an interest in technology and what
Amateur Radio can do for the community. I got involved in SKYWARN
when I was 15 years old running SKYWARN Nets for the local Saratoga
County RACES Amateur Radio Club and then got involved in local
weather nets on Cape Cod and the Islands and in the South Coast of
Massachusetts.
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I became the ARES SKYWARN Coordinator for the NWS
Boston/Norton office (previously it was located in Taunton Mass) in
1996 where I have been in that role until the present. In Southern
New England, we’ve worked significant weather situations ranging
from tornadoes (yes, we do get those in New England) to major
winter storms and nor’easters to even tropical storms and
hurricanes. We have over 8,000 SKYWARN Spotters in our coverage
area with one-third of the spotters being Amateur Radio Operators.
The one-third that are Amateur Radio Operators are responsible for
over 90% of the damage reports received and roughly half to twothirds of the rainfall, snowfall and wind gust reports received during
severe weather events.
LETARC: What advice would you give to a beginner wanting to get
started?
Robert KD1CY: I think the key thing for a beginner is to take the
local SKYWARN training class for a NWS office and have some
mentorship from fellow Amateur Radio Operators that belong to a
local group or Amateur Radio club. From there, you can then get the
level and amount of equipment you need commensurate with your
budget and your interest level.
LETARC: Thanks to our friends in the Shreveport office of the
National Weather service our club has received SKYWARN training.
We have a local storm watch net in place on a local repeater and a
linked repeater system across nearby state borders for storm and
emergency traffic. What would you recommend to our club for the
next step?
Robert KD1CY: The key thing once having a net established and
SKYWARN training is to have a regular net on a weekly or monthly
basis outside of SKYWARN Activations so everyone continues to
hear each other on air and build good team energy. Another key
item is to have your program activate SKYWARN when the weather
conditions meet SKYWARN reportable criteria and when
appropriate warnings are issued and you don’t have to wait for a call
from NWS to get active. If you start experiencing conditions that
meet with the SKYWARN reportable criteria or appropriate
warnings are issued, activate your net.
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Don’t wait for a phone call. Get active when the conditions are
present and then report conditions based on the SKYWARN
reporting criteria. Doing so, will make your net extremely valuable to
the National Weather Service. Also, having a presence on social
media, Facebook, Twitter etc. can be helpful in gathering reports not
only from within your network but from non-Amateur Radio
SKYWARN spotters as well.
LETARC: Do you have any equipment recommendations for
amateurs interested in storm spotting?
Robert KD1CY: Generally speaking, 2 meter/440 MHz radio gear for
your car, an HT for portable use and a home station are items to
have and build on based on the type of storm spotting
you decide to do. A weather station can also be helpful. This can
range from the Davis or Weatherflow fully functional stations to
having a simple Cocorahs rain gauge to measure rainfall. With the
recent severe winter weather that has affected the NWS Shreveport
area, taking snowfall measurements with a ruler etc. is also helpful.
You can determine what equipment to get based on your budget
and the activity level you want to have in storm spotting.
LETARC: Do you have any advice you would give a local radio club?
Robert KD1CY: Storm spotting and SKYWARN is one of the top ways
Amateur Radio provides community and public service. Its serious
business but it can be fun as well and if its not fun, it will be harder
to recruit people so its always important to remember to have fun
doing storm spotting while understanding the importance and
criticality to spotting correctly, reporting precisely what you see and
following the SKYWARN reportable criteria for your local weather
service office.
LETARC: What is your favorite part of amateur radio?
Robert KD1CY: My favorite part of Amateur Radio is all the great
people I’ve met in this great service and learning about all their
different backgrounds and perspective on things in the world.
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Certainly, the community service provided by being SKYWARN
spotters and doing other public service events in Amateur Radio is
also something I really enjoy as well. We can and do make a
difference particularly when we all work together to a common goal
and achieve the force multiplier effect of working together well as a
team and helping each other as well as the partner agencies we
serve.

LETARC
LETARC would
would like
like to
to thank
thank
Robert
Robert Macedo
Macedo KD1CY
KD1CY for
for this
this
interview
interview and
and his
his work
work in
in amateur
amateur
radio
radio and
and storm
storm spotting.
spotting.
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NOAA VHF frequencies
162.400
162.425
162.450
162.475
162.500
162.525
162.550

MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz
MHz

The NOAA Weather radio network is a system
of stations constantly transmitting on the
above frequencies throughout the united
states. They have over 750 stations across the
country that provide weather information 24
hours a day. The NOAA also can transmit
information about other critical events such as
chemical spills, Amber alerts, earthquakes, or
911 outages.
To learn more about NOAA all hazzards
weather radio service visit their website at
https://www.weather.gov/nwr/.
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ARRL's Storm Spotting and
Amateur Radio book
The ARRL has published a book devoted to storm spotting
and SKYWARN®. The authors are Michael Corey, KI1U and
Victor Morris, AH6WX. The book is currently in the 3rd
edition. In the book are interviews with storm spotters
Robert Macedo KD1CY and Benjamin Rock WX9TOR. For
more information or to purchase the book from the ARRL
click here or to buy it from Amazon click here. For the
Kindle version click here.

Our next meeting
LETARC's next monthly meeting will be 9:00 A.M. on March
27th at the Longview Fire Training Center located at 411
American Legion BLVD Longview, TX 75601. Anyone
interested in amateur radio is welcome to attend.
There will be a VE test session at 2:00 P.M. that same day at
the Glaske science building of LeTourneau University. Walk
ins are welcome. Testing costs $15.00 and you will need a
government issued identification such as a driver's license,
a valid email address and an FCC issued FRN number.
LETARC VEs can help you get your FRN that day if you need
help.
For more information about VE testing please contact
John Zenter AE5OY at j.zenter@w-rg.com.
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A special thank you to
Chris Nuttall - National Weather Service Shreveport, LA
Robert Macedo KD1CY - Boston ARES & SKYWARN® coordinator
Steven Lott Smith KG5VK - ARRL North Texas section manager
Mims volunteer fire department
The Longview fire training center on American Legion BLVD
Jim Perry KA5BCM for our radio room
John Zenter AE5OY and our VE team
Marty Duplissey N5KBP for his great work on the ARRL audio news
Ross Bennett KI5SR - Gregg County ARES
Jim Liberacki N5TQI - Upshur County ARES
Tom Noe W5TDN - Gregg County SKYWARN® coordinator
Jim Rogers N5VGQ - Repeater trustee
Ron Case W2RLC - letarc.org webmaster
Jim Quinn AJ1MQ - groups.io coordinator
Dr. Hoo Kim AG5ZS - Letourneau university liaison
Dr. Ron Morton KF5GMA and Carolyn Morton KF5GLT Longview CERT
Thank you for reading our newsletter. We hope to see you March
27th at our club meeting and hear you on our nets. If you would
like to contribute an article, idea, pictures, or any information to the
Propagation email Don at gambledon@gmail.com.
Please visit our website at www.letarc.org.

73 de Don Gamble KG5CMS.
dit dit
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Upcoming amateur radio events
March 6th

ARRL International DX Contest, SSB

March 13th

Oklahoma QSO Party

March 13th

Idaho QSO Party

March 13th

North American Sprint, RTTY

March 14th

Wisconsin QSO Party

March 20th

Virginia QSO Party

March 27th

CQ World Wide WPX Contest, SSB
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